
STATION SQUARE

Located in the heart of Burnaby’s bustling Metrotown neigh-

bourhood, Station Square is home to almost 2,000 homes, over 

400,000 sf of new commercial space and hosts Canada’s second 

largest shopping mall, Metropolis. As a result, the recently re-

novated complex is now exposed to higher levels of pedestri-

an and vehicular traffic than ever before, placing Metrotown’s 

paved surfaces under increased strain. The heavy surface usa-

ge has accelerated the failure of the original paver base and 

jointing products, negatively affecting their ability to deal with 

stormwater run off and ultimately leading to a large-scale lift 

and relay of the paved surface less than two years after the initial 

installation. 

The initial project specification utilised a dense graded paver 

base, bedding sand layer and loose sand jointing. The swift 

deterioration of the paved surface led to a variety of issues in-

cluding ineffective stormwater management, resulting in large 

pools of water forming in the most heavily affected areas and 

become an inconvenience to the many users of the area. Se-

curing long-term durability and useability whilst improving the 

area’s stormwater management strategy were the top priorities 

for the Landscape Architect and Station Square Facilities Team 

in relation to the paver base and jointing remediation work.

ROMEX® Product(s) 
ISATec Displacement Protection,  
ROMEX® - FUGENSAND, ROMEX® - D7000  
Joint Strengthener & Surface Sealer

Application  
Paver Base & Jointing Renovation of Vehicular 
Rated Streets and Pedestrian Sidewalks

Location 
Burnaby, BC

Year 
2021 

Landscape Architect 
Durante Kreuk Ltd.

Client 
Station Square

URL
https://stationsquare.ca/

Categories 
Commercial 
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Product Selection 

Our ISATec Displacement Protection system was awarded the 2014 Medal of Innovation award at the GaLaBau awards ce-
remony in Nuremberg, Germany and along with new base material was selected to provide a secure, cost-effective paver 
displacement protection solution capable of withstanding large amounts of vehicular traffic and the resulting forces. After 
a full consultation with our Engineering colleagues at ROMEX® Germany, a site-specific anchor plan and proposed layout 
was developed and provided to the installation team. The approved drawing package detailed the locations of where the 
EAP 1a anchors were to be strategically installed in the paver base, ensuring adequate support against vehicle braking and 
turning forces. 

The re-laid surface was jointed with ROMEX® - FUGENSAND and topped off with ROMEX® - D7000 Joint Strengthener & 
Surface Sealer. The high quality, durable jointing materials possess the strength to withstand the heavy traffic flow whilst 
being semi-permeable, allowing a portion of stormwater to return into the ground. The remaining stormwater is then diver-
ted to the surface level drainage system which was previously redundant due to paver sinkage and subsequent low spots. 

Project Gallery
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Project Needs 

1. Robust paver base and setting system capable 
 of vehicular traffic

2. Effective stormwater management and run off 

3. Safe walking and driving surface

Project Solution 

The renovated surface at Station Square gives long term 
peace of mind to the Station Square facilities manage-
ment team as well as the area’s thousands of daily users. 
Having already seen the decay of the existing paved 
surface over a relatively short period of time since ini-
tial construction, the client and design team opted to 
rectify the paver base and jointing issues by installing 
a ROMEX® system. The ISATec Displacement Protecti-
on System and ROMEX Jointing combination secure the 
surface’s long-term integrity as well as allowing for a 
more efficient onsite stormwater management strategy.  


